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We know

Travel Loyalty & Ancillary
Revenue Expertise

t’s a fascinating time for the travel industry.
Brands from all verticals are jostling for customer
attention as they expand into complementary and
more experience-based offerings.

To enable us to continue to tackle the challenges of
the choice-rich consumer, we have brought together
our former award-winning global loyalty agency,
ICLP and our loyalty commerce specialist business
Collinson Latitude into a single Loyalty division
to create a power-house of loyalty expertise and
innovation. Our new Loyalty division delivers a single
entry-point for our airline clients to access all of our
loyalty expertise and experience and equip them to
deliver the smarter experiences it takes to drive deeper
customer devotion with your customers and members.

What we do for

hotels

Enriching experiences and building more profitable
relationships for 30 years with 90+ airlines and 20+
hotel groups across the globe.
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T

he guest experience has never been more
important. As the world becomes smaller and
more connected, there’s increasing pressure
for hospitality brands to meet the needs of
an increasingly diverse audience.

TRAVEL LOYALTY & ANCILLARY REVENUE EXPERTISE

TRAVEL LOYALTY & ANCILLARY REVENUE EXPERTISE

Consumers undoubtedly want greater choice and personalisation. Now is the time for hospitality brands
to continue to innovate, understand and enrich the guest experience for the choice-rich, patience-poor,
customer of today. With over 30 years’ experience in working with over 20 hotel groups globally, we
understand the importance to you of delivering more personalised, insight-driven experiences for your
guests and loyalty programme members.

Drive Loyalty Commerce
Whether you need to better engage your guest
programme members, generate more income
from them, or get points off your balance sheet
to help with revenue recognition, our loyalty
commerce expertise will help. Our platforms and
unrivalled global partner and merchant networks
deliver solutions which drive greater engagement
and profitability.

COLLINSON

The size of room or length of stay is now really just the
baseline requirement, as The Internet of Things brings
smart device controlled room automation and hotels
diversify with rooms based on lifestyle and hobbies.
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Smarter Loyalty Strategy

Our online and in-store earning solutions
enable your frequent guest programme (FGP)
members to earn currency with everyday
shopping with the brands they love. Our
unrivalled retail, merchant and partner network
and global team of loyalty commerce experts
deliver compelling earning opportunities for
your members, while our revenue share model
delivers commission for you.

We use insight and experience to help some
of the biggest names in the hospitality industry
define and refine their loyalty strategy.
We help both international chains and regional
boutiques to drive increased booking and
stay behaviour, better guest experiences and
create more profitable long-term customer
relationships. Be it better understanding guest
behaviour, delivering better rewards and
communications to members or improving the
loyalty programme experience for your frequent
guests, we have a team of global experts to help
you deliver more.

Smarter Redemption
Not all members will have access to your
hotel locations and not all will have the points
balance to redeem against a room night.
Not forgetting that you may also need to get
points off your balance sheet and the simplicity
and predictability of the valuing of a point,
that comes from store redemption. Our online
redemption platform is white-labelled to sit
within your own website, allowing your members
to redeem their points on a wide range of
non-hotel stay rewards, from our global
network of merchants and partners.

Generate significant revenue for your business
by enabling your members to buy or transfer
your currency. Delivered in collaboration with
our partner Points, your members will be able
to buy points or miles for themselves or as gifts,
or to transfer currency out of their own account
and into that of another member. All this with no
operational costs to you and minimal effort from
your IT team.
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TRAVEL LOYALTY & ANCILLARY REVENUE EXPERTISE

Be it creating, improving or managing an
guest programme, or simply broadening your
member’s ability to earn and redeem loyalty
currency, we have the global expertise to help
you deliver a more engaging and profitable
guest programme.

Smarter Earning

Buy, Gift or Transfer

Sponsors of the 2018

Increase FGP
Engagement

TRAVEL LOYALTY & ANCILLARY REVENUE EXPERTISE

Personalised Engagement
Personalised communication is key to better
member engagement and improved programme
profitability. Based on insight from member
engagements and guest behaviours, we can help
you to deliver tailored communications across a
whole host of channels, be it email, SMS or social.
This helps you to deliver the right messages,
offers, design and creative across different
regions, time-zones and currencies, all of which
is tracked and measured to ensure that campaign
objectives are surpassed and guest behaviour is
positively influenced.

COLLINSON
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Loyalty Solutions
for Retailers

30 years’ loyalty
expertise to turn
your customers
into advocates and
transform those
devoted relationships
into profit.

In a world where Amazon and other disruptive retailers
are constantly raising the bar in customer experience, we
understand that the greatest challenge and opportunity
is how to deepen your relationships with your customers.
Today’s customers want to be engaged at every touch
point and for those engagements to be personalised.
With the volumes of data available to retailers, how can
this be gathered and effectively managed so that it drives
meaningful insights that deliver on all of the above, all the
while driving profitability for the business? Relationships
that begin long before a consumer becomes a customer,
continue far beyond the point of sale, and in order to
secure repeat purchase and advocacy, today's choice-rich
consumer needs to feel valued at every stage of that journey.
From the types of rewards that you offer and the way
that you communicate them, to the mechanics behind the
redemption of those rewards, our loyalty experts work with
you to deliver insight-led, personalised interactions that
keep customers returning time and again. With the range of
products and solutions Collinson offers we can help you to:

Loyalty strategy

Smarter loyalty strategies.
More profitable relationships
Whether you need to acquire new customers, increase the
frequency and value of transactions or drive advocacy,
we can help you define or review a customer relationship
strategy that starts with data and insight and apply
expertise to drive your business objectives.

The Collinson Engage Methodology Discover I Define I Build I Deploy I Optimise
``
We collaborate to understand your business,
commercial drivers and their wider context

``
Together we analyse your business objectives, brand,
customers, market trends, existing technology and
infrastructure, and the competitive landscape

Improve
Customer
Insights

Increase
Customer
Loyalty

Increase
Purchase
Behaviour

``
We create the context in which your programme
will exist, the guiding principles for your loyalty
strategy and an outlined framework for your
proposed programme

``
Post deployment we can continue to optimise your
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programme using advanced data science, analytics
and customer insights to drive continuous improvement

Our products
and solutions

LOYALTY SOLUTIONS FOR RETAILERS

Commercial Optimisation and
Business Modelling
``
Our consultancy and strategy teams are experts at

LOYALTY SOLUTIONS FOR RETAILERS

COLLINSON

3creating

customised business and ROI models that
reflect different loyalty and customer strategies

``
Our proprietary customer motivation modelling
tool identifies the key drivers of loyalty in your
sector and business

Partnership Strategy
``
We have access to an extensive global network of

partners who will offer relevant benefits that increase
your loyalty

``
We can even manage your partnership network,

removing the stress of negotiation and operations

Advanced analytics
and customer insight
Deeper Insights. Smarter actions

Our loyalty experts use a bespoke mix of best-in-class
tools in big data analytics, machine learning and marketing
technologies to help you capture and utilise your data
and segment your customers by their interactions and
purchases. This enables you to further motivate their
behaviour and spend as well as understand the impact
of sales and discounting.

``
Data planning, strategy and management
``
Market analytics and intelligence - customer
segmentation, SCV, predictive modelling

``
Customer lifecycle mapping
``
Performance reporting
``
Pricing optimisation
``
Basket analysis

Loyalty management
solutions
Smarter customer engagement.
More profitable relationships

Every transaction is an opportunity to engage with
customers and deepen devotion. Our award-winning
loyalty platform and expertise will reward the transactional
behaviour of your customers down to SKU level in real-time
to drive engagement and profitability.

Collinson Realtime-XLSTM
Our enterprise-grade, real-time loyalty solution for banks
and large retailers. This allows customers to make use of
their rewards currency when it is most convenient for them
- at the point of sale.

``
Deliver real time rewards at point of sale
``
Smarter communications – directly triggered via
our solutions or via an API

``
Client and customer portals with user friendly
interface and API integration

``
Configurable to adjust elements of your
reward programme

Realtime-XLS is our award winning platform delivering…

``
Over 23 million daily transactions
``
100 million end customers being rewarded
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£1 trillion in UK exports by 2020
International business travel has grown in importance as a
channel for UK firms to seize new commercial opportunities,
expand and grow. This has become even more significant
given the UK Government’s high-profile ‘Exporting is Great’
campaign, aimed at getting UK firms to trade internationally
(target: £1 trillion in UK exports by 2020i).

Overview

Are your employees
in safe hands?

As Gordon-Duff explains: “Economic competitiveness is one
of the defining global economic trends of the past decade.
The world is more globalised and the winners will be the
businesses that think cross-border and view ‘success’ from an
international perspective. In this environment, it has become
critically important that firms sending employees abroad for
business make sure that they are comprehensively looked
after and have the right tools and solutions at their disposal to
maximise the success of these business trips and minimise any
downside risks.”

The processes that UK companies employ to
manage staff business travel varies significantly
from sector to sector. While many adopt some
Duty of Care principles, our research has found
huge differences in how internal travel risk
management programmes are implemented in
practice. Despite increased awareness around the
necessity of having a robust travel policy, some
organisations may be exposing themselves and
their staff to avoidable risks.

The question remains whether enough UK
firms have the right duty of care towards their
Duty of Care
says Gordon-Duff

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/410973/BIS-performance-indicators-number-of-UK-businesses-helped-toimprove-their-performance-through-internationalisation.pdf
Travelpac data from the ONS - www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/ott/travelpac/index.html - overlaid with data from Collinson’s 360 Assistance Portal. In the first half of
2015, business travellers made 2,477,105 visits to destinations that experienced level 3 incidents, as identified by Collinson, compared to 1,634,840 a year earlier.
Category three security incidents include attempted coups and terrorist attacks

ii

iii

E

mployers have a strong Duty of Care responsibility
towards their employees. In the workplace, rules
and legislation exist to provide a safe, secure and
positive environment for staff to work. However, when
employees travel abroad on business, what happens to this
Duty of Care? What rules and processes are in place to support
and protect employees? What does ‘best practice’ look like?

Even in well- known destinations such as
Europe and the US, the risk environment is
shifting, placing more emphasis on a firm’s
Duty of Care processes
Randall Gordon-Duff
The truth is the processes that UK companies
employ to manage and control staff business
travel varies significantly from firm to firm
Randall Gordon-Duff
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UK Consumer Omnibus conducted by Opinium Research between 4th to 8th December 2015 among 2,005 nationally representative adults

The business
traveller perspective
iv

HR professionals – more than half (54%) expect
the process of sending employees abroad to get
more complicated from an HR/ Duty of Care perspective
over the next 12 months

Research conducted by Atomik Research among 103 HR professionals in December 2015

51%

business travellers who say
being away from home / family
is most challenging aspect when
travelling abroad

Some of the numbers…

36%

41%

49%

of business travellers
of HR professionals said that
Business travel is a core part of modern business, particularly
said they only receive
their employees have needed
Significant numbers of people‘standardised’
are travelling
research
as UK firms look to expand and grow internationally.
travelabroad on business: theassistance
due to an accident
Opportunities are being found in established and, increasingly,
information
from
their
requiring
medical
intervention
commissioned by Collinson found that 17% of UK adults travel abroad
for work,
with
thosein
more remote markets and economies – exposing staff to
company before they travel
country of travel
new risks and firms to new challenges. Even in well-known doing so travelling, on average, seven times within the year, rising to nine among those
destinations such as Europe and the US, the risk environment
living in London. Some 3% of respondents
said they travel between 11
to professionals
20 times asaid
year.
of business travellers
of HR
that
is shifting, placing more emphasis on a firm’s Duty of
cited difficulties in getting
the most popular tool used to
Care processes.
advice on security risks
complete risk assessments is
from their firms
Google/ online searches when
However, according to Randall Gordon-Duff, Head of Product,
Western Europe is the most common destination for business
One of the more concerning findings was, in terms of the
sourcing relevant information
Corporate Travel, Collinson: “The truth is the processes thattravel with nearly three quarters (72%) of workplace travellers
challenges of travelling abroad, that two-fifths (41%) of UK
UK companies employ to manage and control staff businesshaving visited within the past 12 months. This is followed by
business travellers cited difficulties in getting advice on
of UK adults travel abroad
travel varies significantly from firm to firm. While many
North America (30%), Eastern Europe including
Russia
security
risks.
for work,
with(26%),
those doing
so
adhere to best-practice Duty of Care, research conducted by
Asia (15%), Africa (12%) and the Middle East
(7%). South
travelling,
on average, seven
Collinson has found huge differences. Some rely on Google America
for
was cited as the least visited, by just
2%.within the year Gordon-Duff says: “Given increased global social, political
times
information on the latest travel risks; others employ a broad
and economic instability and heightened terrorist threats,
range of travel management and corporate travel partners However, more than a third (36%) of those that travel for work
some employees are being let down by their employers. Even
without any integration. The fear is that some firms are
said their company only provides standardised
information
when travelling to Western European business destinations,
of HR’s
say the process of
exposing themselves and their staff to unnecessary risks.” for travelling which does not relate to theirsending
specific employees
business abroad
traditionally viewed as lower risk, employees may require more
travel needs and risks. Only a fifth (20%) said
in-depth briefings, information and guidance.”
willthe
getinformation
more complicated
This white paper explores Collinson’s research findings
they receive is excellent. A further 15% are not
ofover
any the next
andaware
difficult
in more detail. The firm commissioned research among
formal communication, guidance or advice12provided
months by their
HR professionals and employees who travel on business, employer before they travel.
asking an extensive range of questions about all aspects of
business travel: how it’s managed; the information sources
used; communication with employees overseas; ‘bolting-on’
leisure days; and sentiment about the complexity of sending
How business travellers rate the
staff abroad.
information they receive from their

41%

business travellers who say having
access to consistent WiFi when
travelling abroad is a challenge

58%

17%

ARE YOUR EMPLOYEES IN SAFE HANDS?
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30%

26%

72%

North
America

Eastern
Europe &
Russia

Western
Europe

15%
Asia

2%

South
America
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12%
Africa

7%

Just under nine in 10 (89%) of those
that travel abroad with work said
they were allowed to add leisure days
onto their trip, taking an average of
five days in the last 12 months. Of
these, just two thirds (66%) said their
company’s insurance covers them
over these additional leisure days,
while 23% said they would not be
covered by their company.

ARE YOUR EMPLOYEES IN SAFE HANDS?

36%

Information does not
relate to specific needs

34%

Information sufficiently
meets my needs

29%

Materials/advice
are too complex

23%

Materials/advice
are too simplistic

20%

Guidance/ advice/tools
provided are excellent

15%

I am not aware of any
formal communications

6%

Information is not in
a suitable format

Gordon-Duff says: “The fact that business travellers miss their families is highly insightful.
We believe that businesses need to take this into account and make it as easy as possible for
staff to communicate not just with their families but also with work. Otherwise, staff can all
too easily feel isolated or undervalued.”

One of the perks of international
travel is being able to explore and
visit places away from work – many
people take time off just for this
purpose (or at least aspire to). But
how this is covered by insurance
policies and how staff are looked
after when not working remains very
unclear. Collinson’s research also
asked both HR professionals and
business travellers about ‘leisure
days’ and so called ‘bolt-on’ days –
one of the least discussed aspects
of business travel.

employers about the potential risks of
visiting a country on business

COLLINSON

41% of UK business travellers cited difficulties
in getting advice on security risks

In a powerful insight into the state of mind of business travellers, being away from home/
family was seen as the most challenging aspect of travelling abroad (cited by 51% of
respondents) while a similar number (49%) said it was access to consistent Wi-Fi. Knowing
who to contact if/ when an incident occurs was cited by 39%, while being able to access
advice or information in real-time (36%), being away from the office (38%), expense
management (39%) and the impact of travel on productivity (36%) were other top concerns
and challenges.

The business of leisure days

54%

Top destinations for business travel in the last 12 months
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Despite this strong demand and business case for international
travel, Collinson’s research among UK HR professionalsiv as
well as UK business travellersiii highlights significant disparities
among UK businesses and their staff when it comes to ensuring
best-practice Duty of Care for employees travelling abroad.

i
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Reports

“Notwithstanding, the evolving nature of such events means
that wherever people are travelling in the world, preparation is
key,” warns Gordon-Duff.

This Duty of Care requirement has become even more acute
given fast-shifting global travel and security risks. Recent
analysisii by Collinson found a 52% increase in the number
of visits by UK business travellers to high-risk destinations
overseas in the first half of 2015 compared to the same period
a year earlier.

Randall Gordon-Duff, Head of Product,
Corporate Travel, Collinson

THE CHALLENGES FACED BY
EMPLOYERS AND THEIR EMPLOYEES
WHEN TRAVELLING ABROAD ON
BUSINESS – AND THE FRAGMENTED
APPROACH TO DUTY OF CARE.

High-risk destinations are ones that saw a higher occurrence
of the type of events classed as ‘category three’ security
incidents (such as attempted coups and terrorist attacks), as
identified through Collinson’s 360 Assistance portal.

As for HR professionals, only around
half (54%) said employees who wish
to use their leave entitlement to
‘bolt on’ additional leisure days to
their business trip are covered under
their company travel risk services/
policy. Randall Gordon-Duff warns:
“Allowing staff to take additional
leisure days can be a great way for
firms to reward staff and can be
seen as the hallmark of a successful,
staff-friendly business. However,
just because staff are not officially
working, they can remain under a
firm’s Duty of Care. Our research
shows that a significant number of
staff are potentially under-insured
and under protected. There is also a
clear mismatch between how firms
and staff view this benefit and the
level of care and cover.”
“Given the significant, additional
risks that can come with staff taking
leisure trips, this lack of cover is
alarming. Can UK firms really be
fulfilling their Duty of Care in these
instances?”

54%

As for HR professionals, only around half (54%) said employees who wish
to use their leave entitlement to ‘bolt on’ additional leisure days to their
business trip are covered under their company travel risk services/policy.

Format that employees most like to
receive communications regarding
travel risks

43%
Email

14%

Face-to-Face

13%

Social Media

7%

Messaging
App

6%
SMS

6%

Telephone

4%

Mobile Video

Middle
East

ARE YOUR EMPLOYEES IN SAFE HANDS?
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Increasing the loyalty
of the global mass
affluent consumer
We live in a new era of customer loyalty.
The rise of digital and mobile technologies
has created a truly global, always-on
marketplace. Customers expect to be able to
engage with brands whenever they want. Not
only that, they expect a seamless experience
across every channel whether it is mobile,
social, online or in-store. It is critical for brands
to drive engagement with their customers in
order to retain and grow their revenues.

Looking at

Loyalty and Age
Baby
Boomers

Generation
X

Born between the
years 1946 and 1964

Born between the mid
1960’s to mid 1980’s

Millennials
Come of age during
the 2000s. Born after
the mid 1980s

Millennials have the
highest expectations
of brands of any
generation.

Aside from value for money and quality, Millennials expect high
levels of customer service across all touch points (72%) and
demand digital experiences (68%) in exchange for their loyalty.
Generation X places the highest priority on brands being easy to
do business with (70%), while Baby Boomers expect high levels
of customer service and ease of doing business (both 67%).

Less engagement in

Millennials are also most likely to recommend brands they are
loyal to (69%) and make purchases from them in the future (68%).
Baby Boomers are less engaged; only 56% recommend brands
they are loyal to, and 62% commit to making future purchases.

loyalty programmes

E-books
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Mass affluent consumers not only feel less loyal towards brands but they are also less engaged.
INCREASING THE LOYALTY OF THE GLOBAL MASS AFFLUENT CONSUMER

Figure One: Global mass affluent consumer participation in loyalty programmes 2014 vs. 2016.

63%

48%

Credit card

65%
Airline frequent flyer

47%

30%

54%

2016

70%

Bank loyalty programmes

55%

2014

64%

Supermarket/grocery store

46%

51%

Retailers

Membership of loyalty or reward
programmes is down globally by 20%
across all key industries. Supermarkets still
have the highest memberships of loyalty
programmes, but suffered a 10% decrease
from 2014. Banks were the hardest hit, with
only 30% of customers participating in loyalty
programmes, a significant decrease from
47% in 2014.

39%

Hotel frequent guest programmes
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Exhibition Stand

Inforgraphic
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Case Study Sheets

Product Sheets

